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Description

Hello,

I think there should be some sort of response when e.g deleting pages from BE.

If I delete a pagetree with some child pages which contain couple of pagecontents (30 for example) I know it will take a few seconds

until they're deleted, but I would like to see some sort of "response". Even if its the loading image we know from the extension

manager. Better (but probably unneeded) would be a progressbar with %.

Tell me what you think.

~Pascal

Related issues:

Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #45633: while copying a large pagetree (eg. f... Closed 2013-02-20

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #51983: Lack of response on pagetree actions (cop... Closed 2013-09-13

History

#1 - 2013-11-25 00:37 - Ernesto Baschny

- Parent task set to #53915

#2 - 2013-11-25 00:45 - Ernesto Baschny

- Target version deleted (6.2.0)

#3 - 2015-01-21 09:22 - Mathias Schreiber

- Target version set to 7.4 (Backend)

#4 - 2015-08-05 10:25 - Susanne Moog

- Target version changed from 7.4 (Backend) to 7.5

#5 - 2015-09-24 20:31 - Benni Mack

- Target version deleted (7.5)

#6 - 2017-04-16 11:21 - Riccardo De Contardi

- Related to Bug #51983: Lack of response on pagetree actions (copy,move,delete etc.) is confusing added

#7 - 2017-04-16 11:21 - Riccardo De Contardi

- Status changed from New to Closed

I close this issue in favor of #51983, please continue the discussion there, thank you.

I've added a reference to this issue there and copied this description, too for a quick referencea and to keep track of it.

If you think that this is the wrong decision, then please reopen it or open a new ticket and add a relation to this ticket number.
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